BMW K1200/1300 S

IMPORTANT:

MODULAR SEAT SYSTEM
INSTRUCTIONS:

Read ALL instructions carefully
before beginning installation.

Tools Required:
Philips Screw Driver

REAR SEAT INSTALLATION
Step 1 : Gently flex the front bottom
corners out to clear the base pan
edges and fully engage the unit
aligning the holes on the bottom with the
corresponding holes on main seat base.
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Step 2 : Fasten using the four supplied
screws and lock washers.
ALTERNATE MOUNT:
Note, some rear seats come with
integrated front tabs A . If this is the case
with your particular product, engage the
front tabs as illustrated, then use only the
rear two bolts and washers to compete
installation.

FOR BACKREST INSTALLATION:
See separate instructions supplied with
backrest product.

STORAGE POD INSTALLATION
Step 1 : Lower the POD accessory
into place, engaging the front tongues,
and gently tucking the back edge of the
front seat under the leading edge of the
POD.

Step 2 : Align and engage the two 1/4
turn fasteners and secure with a Philips
screwdriver.
Caution: Always verify the connection
by pulling up on the POD to be certain
it is secure!

POD LIGHT, BATTERIES AND
LATCH
Two CR2430-3V batteries included. To
activate POD light, remove clear plastic
tab between batteries. To replace batteries,
remove two Phillips screws B remove
cover and circuit board C then remove
and replace batteries D , negative side
up. Reassemble components as listed
above in reverse order.
IMPORTANT:
Storage POD light is tilt activated. For
long term storage, remove batteries or
store POD in a horizontal position.
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Storage POD Latch and Lock
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While standing at the rear of your
motorcycle, slide the World Sport
logo latch to the left to open your
Storage POD. Locking the Storage
POD will prevent the latch from
opening the POD.
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